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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket Nos. 50-456; 50-457
Braidwood Station, Units I and 2 Construction Permits No. CPPR-132;

CPPR-133
EA 82-136

.

Inspections conducted during the period April 19 through September 10,
1982 identified certain violations of NRC requirements. The licensee
did not adequately document and implement a quality assurance program
to ensure that the inatallation or installation inspection of mechanical
safety-related equipment was carried out in accordance with the require-
cents of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 3. In addition, after an audit by the
licensee identified a breakdown in the quality assurance program as
related to the installation and inspection of mechanical safety-related
equipment, the licensee did not make a required report to the NRC on a
timely basis.

In order to emphasize the need for improvements in your management controls,
as related to &n adequate quality assurance program, we propose to impose |

i

civil penalties in the cumulative amoant of One Hundred Thousand Dollars.
In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C)
47 FR 9987 (March 9, 1982), and pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended ("Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2282, PL 96-295, and!

10 CFR 2.205, the particular violations and the associated civil penalties
are set forth in Section I below:

I. CIVIL PENALTY VIOLATIONS

! A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires holders of
construction permits for nuclear power plants to document by

|
wr.itten policies, procedures, or instructions, a quality
assurance program which complies with the requirements of
Appendix B for all activities affecting the quality of safety-
related structures, systems, and components and to implement
that program in accordance with those documents.

;
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Notice of Violation 2

Contrary to the above,. Commonwealth Edison Company and its
contractors did not adequately document and implement a quality
assurance program to comply with the requirements of Appendix B
as evidenced by the following examples:4

1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V requires in part,
" Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by docu-
Lented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished
in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or.

drawings."

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) Quality Assurance Manual
(QAM) Quality Requirement No. 5.0 (QR 5.0) states in part,
"The quality assurance actions carried out for design,

,

construction, testing and operation activities will be
described in documented instructions, procedures, drawings,
specifications, or checklists...." The CECO QAM Quality '

Procedure No. 5-1 (QP 5.1) implements this requirement.

$ Braidwood Construction Contract Specification F/L 2797,
Article 113.5 and Specification F/L 2797, Article 205,a

state in part, "P or cedures governing onsite wo.-k shall be .

submitted to the Station Construction Site Project '

Superintendent for review and acceptance by the Purchaser....
The procedures shall detail how all elements affecting the
product quality will be processed and shall include the
specification of the necessary documentation."

Contrary to the above, approved procedures for the
,

installation or installation inspection of mechanical
safety-related equipment did not exist until July 16, 1980,

'

,

although numerous pieces of this equipment were finally or

! partially installed prior to this date. Equipment installed
prior to July 16, 1980, included the four Unit 1 Steam
Generators, the four Unit 1 and Unit 2 Residual Heat Removal
Pumps and the four Safety Injection Pumps. Further, the
procedure developed by the installation contractor.
Phillips, Getschow Company, subsequent to July 16, 1980,
was not consistently implemented in that the four Unit 2
Steam Generators and seven of the eight Primary Reactor
Coolant Pumps were installed without use of the installation
procedure.

I

,
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Notice of Violation 3

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII requires in part,
" Measures shall be established for the identification and
control of materials, parts, and components, including

; partially fabricated assemblies."

The CECO QAM QR No. 8.0 states in part, "... Materials
(including consumables), parts, and components, including
partially fabricated subassemblies, will have their identity
marked on the item or on tags and records traceable to the
item. Identification assigned to materials, parts and
components, including partially fabricated subassemblies,
will be documented and maintained by the respective vendors,
contractors or organizations having responsibility for the
items involved throughout fabrication, installation or erec-
tion...." The CECO QAM, QP 8.1 implements this requirement.

|

Contrary to the above, identification or traceability
records were not maintained as required for some of the
large cap screws used to secure the steam generator to
its supporting columns. At least 19 of 192 screws were
cut off and the identifying numbers were neither trans- -

ferred nor marked on tags and records traceable to the ,

screws. Further, adequate traceability records were not
maintained for several hundred of these screws which were
transferred back and forth between the Byron Station, the,

Braidwood Station, Rockwell Engineering (for QC checks)
and Teledyne Brown Engineering (the installation contractor).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires in part, "A
program for inspection of activities affecting quality shall

'
be established and executed by or for the organization

i performing the activity to verify conformance with the
documented instructions, procedures, and drawings for
accomplishing the activity."

The CECO QAM QR No. 10.0, Paragraph 10.2 states in part,
" Inspection and test plans shall be prepared by respective
contractors, vendors or organizations having responsibility
for the item (s) involved, either as a separate document-

,

i identified eith the parts, components or assemblies; or as
I an integral part of work instruction and procedure documents.

,

I

i

i
4
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| Notice of Violation 4

!

Inspection and test plans shall consist of a flow chart,
diagram or narrative descriptien of the sequence of procure-

; ment, fabrication, processing, assembly, inspection and test
activities and shall specify the inspection points. The
inspection and test plan shall provide testing requirements,
the characteristics to be measured, the inspection and test
procedure and the applicable acceptance criteria." The CECO
QAM QP"No. 10-1 implements this requirement.

Braidwood Construction Contract Specification F/L 2739
Article 113.4.J and Specification F/L 2797 "For Nuclear4

; Support Steel," Article 304.10 state in part, "The program
for inspection of activities affecting quality that is
established and executed by or for the Contractor and his
subcontractors to verify conformance with the documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings shall be described.
Such inspections shall be performed by individuals other
than those who perform the activity being inspected and

| the results shall be documented."
4

i Contrary to the above, an inspection prcgram was not
developed to verify the proper installation, including

! bolting, of the main steam generators in either Braidwood
Unit 1 or 2. Although the manufacturer's procedure for
setting major nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) components,
including bolt installation, was available and suggested
that the installation contractor provide a detailed setting
procedure for the manufacturer's review, such a procedure
was not developed. No records exist indicating that'

; travelers, or process sheets, were used or reviewed by the'

quality control department to establish either surveillance
or hold points. As of August 1982, installation inspections

j of the majority of mechanical safety-related equipment were
' either not conducted, were inadequate, were incomplete or

were not documented.

| 4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires in part,
i " Measures shall be established to control materials, parts,,

or components which do not conform to requirements in order
to prevent their inadvertent use or installation."

|

I
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Notice of Violation 5

The CECO QAM QR No. 15.0, Paragraph 15.3 states in part,
" Items which are found to be nonconforming to design and
specification requirements or workmanship standards will
be positively identified and uniquely segregated or handled
as nonconforming to prevent their inadvertent use."

The CECO QAM QP No. 15-1 implements t!.e above requirements
and states in Paragraph 5.2, "Onsite contractor nonconform-
ances will be documented in accordance with the contractor's
approved Quality Assurance Program and Procedures."

Contrary to the above, 70 to 72 steam generator support
bolts (exact number not known by CECO or the contractor)
were received on MRR 3725 in January 1979 and identified
as nonconforming. No record exists to show the disposition
of these bolts and no Nenconformity Report was issued as ,

required by Phillips, Getschou Ccapany's Quality Assurance -

Manual, Sectioa 15.

'5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires in part,
! " Measures shall be established to assure that conditions '

adverse to quality, such as failures, ralfuncticns, .

deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, -

and nonconformances are promptly identified and corrteted.
In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality,
the measures shall assure that the cause of the condition
is determined and corrective action taken to preclude
repetition."

The CECO QAM QR No. 16.0, Paragraph 16.1 states in part,
j "A corrective action system will be used to assure that

such items as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies,
deviations, defective material and equipment and noncon-
formances which are adverse to quality and might affect
the safe operation of a nuclear generating station are

| promptly identified and corrected." Paragraph 16.3 states
I in part, " Records will be regularly reviewed and analyzed

Ly Quality Assurance and Engineering personnel...to deter-
mine whether corrective measures will preclude recurrence."

| The CECO QAM QP No. 16.1 implements this requirement.
I

l

!
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Notice of Violation 6

..

Contrary to the above, CECO did not assure that a matter
potentially adverse to quality was promptly identified and
corrected at the Braidwood Station. CECO identified a
significant problem with bolting of the steam generator
supports that occurred at the CECO Byron Station. Timely
or adequate corrective action was not taken by CECO to
prevent the same or a similar problem from occurring at-
Braidwood Unit's 1 and 2. Nonconformity Report No. 332

*

concerning this bolting problem was issued at Braidwood on
December 2, 1981, yet effective corrective action was not
taken until August 1982.

In addition, effective corrective action was not taken by
i CECO relative to Phillips, Getschow Company's failure to

implement and utilize installation procedures (identified
during CECO audits conducted June 30 - July 9, 1980 and
June 23-25, 1981), concerning installation and installation1

inspection of mechanical safety-related equipment. The same
deficiencies were again identified during a surveillance;

; conducted by Phillips, Getschow Company on February 19, 1982.
:

' 6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII requires in part,
~" Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish evidence

of activities affecting quality. The records shall include
at least the following: ...results of reviews, inspections,
tests, audits, monitoring of work performance, and materials,

i
analyses.... Records shall be identifiable and retrievable."

The CECO QAM QR No. 17.0, Paragraph 17.1 states in part,
" Quality Assurance records will be maintained either by!

Edison or by. an agent of Edison, under Edison's control. . . .
Records are retained and maintained in accordance with a
Quality Procedure to furnish evidence of activities affecting
quality."

The CECO QAM QR No. 10.0, Paragraph 10.5 states in part,
" Inspection and test records will provide objective evidence
that inspections and tests were performed in compliance with
instructions and procedures to verify design and code re-
quirements. Inspection and test results will be recorded to
show conformance with acceptance criteria and/or record and
identify the cause of rejected items." The CECO QAM QP
No. 17-1 implements the above requirements.

|

!
|

E
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:

Contrary to the above, with few exceptions, official records
were not generated or maintained relative to the installation
of mechanical safety-related equipment by either CECO or their
erection contractor. Records that failed to show compliance
with quality assurance, design, and code requirements
included: (1) equipment releases to engineering for instal-
lation, (2) travelers or process sheets to identify required
installation activities and inspections, (3) installation
inspections, (4) pretensile loads for bolting, and (5) data
on final equipment settings.

7. - 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII requires in part, "A
comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits shall be,

carried out to verify compliance with all aspects of the
quality assurance program and to determine the effectiveness
of the progran.... Followup sction, including reaudit of
deficient areas, shall be taken where indicated."

Tho CECO QAd QR No. 18.0, Paragraph 18.1 states in part,
" Audits will be performed by Commenwealth Edison Company
and/or its contractors, subcontractors and vendors to

verify the irplementatior. and effectiveness of quality
programs under their cognizence." The CECO QAM QP No. 18-1
implenenta this requirement. Paragraph 5.1 of QP No. 18-1
states in pcrt, " Audits of on-site contractors will be
performed, as a minimum on an annual basis.... The
selection of contractor on-site activities to be audited
and the frequency of audits will be based on site Quality
Assurance and CECO Construction, Surveillance Reports or
findings from previous audit reports.... The frequency
will be based on the nature and safety significance of the
work being performed."

!

Contrary to the above, no audits were performed by CECO
prior to June 30 - July 9, 1980 relative to mechanical
equipment erection and inspection activities of Phillips,
Getschow Company. This important activity involves the
installation of most of the critical nuclear steam supply
system and other mechanical safety-related equipment.
Significant amounts of this equipment, including that
identified in I.A.1 above, had either been finally or
partially installed prior to this date.
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Notice of Violation 8

Further, no significant followup audit was conducted by CECO
until June 23-25, 1981 to determine the effectiveness of the
Phillips, Getschow Compsny's quality assurance program for
these installations, or to verify that proper quality records
were being generated and maintained as required, although a
major finding during the June - July 1980 audit was that
Phillips, Getscher Company had not implemented an approved
procedure for installing equipment and inspecting that
installation.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement II)
(Civil Penalty - $60,000)

B. 10 CFR 50.55(e)(1) requires in part, "If the pe,rmit is for con-
struction of a nuclear power plant, the holder of the permit
shall notify the Commission of each deficiency found in design
and construction which, were it to have remained uncorrected, ,

could have affected adversely the safety of operatiens of the
nuclear power plant at any time throughout the expected lifetime
of the plant, and which represents:

'

(i) A significant breakdown in any portion of the quality assurance
program conducted in accordance with the requirements of
Appendix B; or...

(iv) A significant deviation from performance specifications which
will require extensive evaluation, extensive redesign, or
extensive repair to establish the adequacy of a structure,
system, or component to meet the criteria and bases stated in
the safety analysis report or construction permit or to other-
wise establish the adequacy of the structure, system, or
component to perform its intended safety function."

Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assurance Manual, Quality Procedure.QP
No. 15-2, Paragraph 5.1.1 states in part, "The site Construction
Superintendent or Project Engineer and appropriate Engineering Project
Engineer will mutually agree upon and review with the Director, Nuclear
Licensing, as to which deficiencies and defects are reportable, based
on preliminary information and shall promptly notify the NRC Regional
Office within 24 hours of occurrence."

.- - - __ ._- - - _ . .
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Braidwood Construction Contract Specification F/L 2739, Article 113.4.P
and Specification F/L 2797 state in part, " Measures shall be estab-
lished to assure that conditions adverse to quality are promptly
identified and corrected. The identification of the adverse condition,
the cause of the condition, and the corrective action taken to prevent
future recurrence of like deficiencies shall be documented and reported
to appropriate levels of management."

Contrary to the above, the licensee had identified as early as July
1980 a quality assurance breakdown relative to the installation and
inspection of mechanical safety-related equipment, but did not
report this matter to the NRC until September 2, 1982.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement II).
(Civil Penalty - $40,000)

II. Violation Not Assessed A Civil Penalty

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII, requires in part, " Measures shall
be established to control the handling, storage, shipping, cleaning and
preservation of material and equipment...to prevent damage or
deterioration."

'

The CECO QAM commits to comply with Regulatory Guide 1.39, Revision 2
which in turn endorses ANSI Standard N45.2.3-1973.

ANSI N45.2.3 states in part. "The control of all tools, equipment,
materials and supplies that are used shall be maintained to prevent the
inadvertent inclusion of deleterious material or objects in critical
systems."

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to protect the 480-volt Motor

Control Center No. 133V1 (IAP40-E) (located on elevation 364 near
column P15, auxiliary building Unit No. 1), from a mixture of water and
fine grained concrete powder which resulted from the core boring through
a concrete block wall adjacent to the motor control center. In Unit 2,
containment building, the licensee failed to protect steam generator
No. 2 column support, lower universal hinged joint, from steel cables
used to position and support heavy steel jet deflector beams.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

_
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Notice of Violation 10

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Commonwealth Edison Company is
hereby required to submit to the Director, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555 and a
copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137, within 30 days
of the date of this Notice a written statement or explanation, including for
each alleged violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation;
(2) the reasons for the violation, if admitted; (3) the corrective steps
which have been taken and the results achieved; (4) the corrective steps
which will be taken to avoid further violations; and (5) the date when full
compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, Commonwealth Edison Company may pay the civil penalties in the
cumulative aeovnt of $100,000 or may protest imposition of the civil penalties,
in whole or in part, by a written answer. Should Commonwealth Edison Company
fail to answer within the time specified, the Director, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement will issue an order imposing the civil penalties proposed above.
Should Coumonwealth Edison Company elect to file an answer,in accordance with
10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalties, such answer may: (1) deny the
violationa listed in this Notice, in whole or in part; (2) demonstrate
extenuating circumstances; (3) show arror in this Notice; or (4) show other
reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of the penalties. In requesting mitigation of the proposed
penalties, the five factors contained in Section IV(B) of 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix,C should be addressed. Any written answer in atcordance with
10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or explanation
in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate statements or explana-
tion by specific reference (e.g., giving page and paragraph numbers) to avoid
repetition. Commonwealth Edison Company's attention is directed to the other
provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedures for imposing a civil
penalty.

t
'

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due, which have been subsequently
| determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
j matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless

compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282.

*

|

| FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
I

h
JamesG.Keppfer[

''

Regional Administrator

Dated at g n Ellyn, Illinois
this s day February 1983i
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